
A DAVID EASTON DESIGN FOR 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR 

SOANE HOOD 
PENDANT

SHUT OFF MAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY FROM THE MAIN FUSE 
BOX/CIRCUIT BREAKER.
1. Remove all parts carefully from the carton. Do not throw away any parts.
2. Attach mounting bar (A) to “J BOX” with screws (B) provided. 
3. Thread spindle (L) into threaded section of housing (N). Be careful not to 
    cut wires when connecting parts.
4. Remove part (I) from pole (K). Guide wires through shade spider (O) and 
    part (I).  Affix shade (J) to pole (K) and thread part (I) to pole (K) to 
    secure.
5. Measure desired height of fixture to hang and remove chain links 
    accordingly. (NOTE: chain pliers will be required to remove links in 
    chain).
6. Connect part (E) and (Q) to the top and bottom of the chain. Connect part 
    (Q) to part (I) at the bottom. Connect part (E) to hang straight device (D).  
7. Remove collar (G) from hang straight device (D) and slide down chain 
    (H). Let collar (G) rest on shade spider (O).
8. Slide canopy over hang straight device (D) and down chain (H) to rest on 
    shade spider (O).
9. Guide wires through all links in chain (H) including parts (E) and (Q), 
    collar (G), canopy (F), hang straight device (D), and threaded nipple (C).
10. Pull wires from the top of threaded nipple (C) out of the “J BOX” 
     supporting the fixture as it moves closer to the ceiling.
11. Thread hang straight device (D) onto threaded nipple (C). Secure with 
      screw (P). Be careful not to cut wires when connecting parts.   
12. Connect the copper wire from fixture to ground wire from “J BOX.”
13. Connect rough side of wire from fixture to white wire from “J BOX.”
14. Connect smooth side of wire from fixture to black wire from “J BOX.” 
15. Slide canopy (F) up chain (H) and hold tightly against ceiling. Slide 
      collar (G) up chain (H) and thread onto hang straight device (D) until 
      collar (G) rest tightly against canopy (F).                     
16. Install four (4) Type B, maximum 40-watt bulbs into top sockets.
17. Carefully slide glass (M) down holes in shade (J) into glass holder on 
      fixture.
18. Remove cap (R) from fixture to install four (4) Type T-8 candelabra, 
      maximum 25-watt bulbs into sockets. Replace cap (R) with finished. 423
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
These instructions are provided for your safety.  It is very important that they are read completely before beginning the 
installation or your fixture.  We strongly recommend that a professional electrician install all direct wire fixtures.


